
        Set Speed Rules...., Explained......        

where they came from, the reasons for them, who contributed  

 . Introduction  
           Objective/Purpose   is to provide a unique training  opportunity 
in a competitive setting at a distance and speed appropriate to  the horse and 
rider experience, and test the riders' ability to understand and demonstrate 
the horses' level of fitness.
Reason....to challenge the rider without asking more of the horse and 
reward the behavior  we want to see....
SS was intended to support the Distance Horse and Rider Development 
Program, which itself evolved from early (1990s) efforts to create a 
graduated system of progression into the sport . It encourages the 
'progressive development' of horse and rider through recognition and 
special awards.

 . Set Speed is a discipline in its own right and considered a stepping stone 
to endurance 
Reason/Source..EUK and SERC Rules....SS in Ontario came about because 
an endurance rider (Carol Steiner) inquired about a DHRDP award which 
did not consider endurance horses. To address this ,and prompted after 
many conversations, with Veterinarians, Judges, RMs  ,Riders and others 
including John Hudson of EUK and  Scottish  (SERC)Endurance rider 
Yvonne Thomson,  the rules for SS were formed, in 2008   While allowing for
what was already in place here, with out asking more of the horse it offered 
a challenge to riders of all ages and experience. and offered a progressive 
path to endurance.
 Test events were held in 2009  

 Rules-   Set Speed Rides are governed by the Distance Horse and Rider
Development Program
 responsible for the development and monitoring of Set Speed Rules
 Reason  this  was  done 1st   and formost  to  protect  the  rules  of  a  new
discipline from changes before they could be  understood.  Clearly , this has
taken longer than expected.  Altho few noticed... or commented, there have
been some changes as a result of feedback  (which has always been invited) 
  



 .NOTE...The  following  rule  for  change,  was  omitted  in  the  earlier
compiling of the DHRP and  SS Rules,  and should be added here. 
             
 Rule  for  Change..(2010)   Rule  change must  be achieved by the same
process  as the  rules  were created,   by  insight,   ideas,   discussion,   and
decisions  that  support  the  goals  and  objectives  of  the  program  (SS),
understanding that  nothing  will ever be perfect,  and mistakes,  inevitably
made,  
must  always  be in  favor  of the horse. 

                                    *******************
         i) General Veterinary and event rules apply, unless otherwise  specified. 
      ii)  The endurance scorecard is used. 
Reason/Source.. EUK and SERC....AERC ..OCTRA
      iii) Age,  horses must be 4 years [foaling date] of age to enter Bronze
Rides  (Source, OCTRA)
           and 5 or more years to enter Silver /Gold events [Control Judge may
confirm age]            
                 (Note, min. age for horses in EUK and SERC is 5 )
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1a) Set Speed  Rides may be up to a maximum of  50 miles/80 km in  length
Reason/Source..1998 EUK,BHPS and SERC Rulebooks. Note, distance and
speed is progressive through out the levels
1b) Bronze Level/Open 
  i) short (chart)   up to32 km or 20 miles (no minimum distance)
 ii)  Long  30 km [18 miles] to 50 km [31miles] 
Reason Source ( follows) EUK rules,   which allows events/distances for any
age, level of experience and fitness
 
1c)  Silver/Intermediate
  i)    Short   40 km [25 miles] to <60 km [37miles]
  ii)    Long  60 km [<38  miles] to 80km [50miles] .
1d)  Gold/Advanced
  i)    Short  40 km [25 miles] to <60 km [37 miles
  ii)   Long   60 km  [<38 miles] to 80 km [50miles]
Reason/Source EUK,  charts revised to suit this  country and climate.
(1)Silver level allows slightly more speed  than Bronze  but distances equal 
to Gold level



(2) distances for  the Bronze Long (distance) chart and  the short 
(distance)Silver and Gold charts  overlap between 25 and 31 miles to 
include all levels in the same distance  (one event)
(3) so that riders in different levels can ride together,   
(4) be sponsored, or be a sponsor 

1e)  Qualifications to Enter 
      Horse and Rider  EACH MUST be qualified for the level  entered and 
always enter at  the level of the least experienced member.
Reason/Source.. EUK AND SERC Rules...... protects the horse from being 
ridden to fast/far too soon and gives the new rider time to gain experience. 

i)  Less than 250 miles/400 km on record may enter  Bronze  Events
ii)250 miles/400 km or more on record  may enter  Bronze or Silver  Events
iii)500 miles/800 km on record may enter any level
Reason/Source ...EUK and SERC,...... qualifications are revised/different 
but the intention is the same.. to give the horse time  and place to develop,  
S/G distance requirements were influenced by the octra mileage program, 
where recognition started at 500 miles at which point horses were generally 
thought to have a good base for  faster and/or longer rides such as multiday 
events and/or Endurance.
(Fact..)This  view is supported by notable authorities on equine fitness 
including Allen Young DVM (and others) who states that it takes approx 6 
mo. to develop heart and lungs.....tendon and ligament 2 years, and bone 
and joints 3 yrs or longer. meaning a new horse would need at least 2 full 
seasons (250 -500 miles) to develop a sound base of fitness  for a lifetime of 
competition.

iv) Mileage completed  in any  recognized  long distance  event is accepted, 

v)Proof of same [if requested] may be completion certificates, score cards, 
or published official ride results  (Source drawn from EUK/SERC)

vi)Logbooks are manditory and available on request to new riders 
Reason/Source EUK/SERC ... a Log book is a place for the Rule book  and 
Pace Chart ,and  keeps rider information, membercards and proof of 
insurance ,readily available.   It should also contain horse(s) information 
including current EIA test ,vaccination records, and (5) most recent 
scorecards, for rider, and Veterinary Reference, if requested .

vii)Riders may enter or remain in any level for which they or their horse are 



qualified
Reason/Source..EUK,.. this supports participation and personal goals. 

viii)Bronze horse and riders may only enter SS rides on consecutive days if 
the total distance does not exceed 40 miles/65 km +/- 5 %
Reason/Source.... EUK,.. 
here in short! is the reasoning,..
 'quote. ."this rule was introduced purely ...on welfare grounds.....
 because  we  found some competitors were competing in 55km Graded 
Rides  (the maximum for  a novice horse (in UK)) on each day of a two day 
or even 3 day ride,  so that total distance could be as high as 165 km". 
 (or 150 kms/93+ SS miles) 
end of quote. 
((To address the  concern  within octra itself,  Historically..  and for sound 
reasons,  OCTRA held 2 day events and occasionally three day  rides where 
a novice division (for novice horse and riders) was offered on the 1st day 
..only.   Multiday rides, often faster and certainly longer never had a novice 
division. One must remember that  a multiday ride over 2 or 3 days and 
rides in sequence back to back are the same thing for the horse,  and have 
been compared to endurance (article by Nancy Beacon)  Presently a  horse 
as young as 4 and a novice rider can enter 150  SS kms (93 mi)  +/-   (or 110
CTR miles,) on consecutive days without any experience.  The  recent 
increase of back to back rides has created a loophole which allows and 
encourages novice riders and novice horses in both CTR and SS to  enter 
what was once intended for seasoned competitors... to the detriment of the 
horse.))
ix)Silver Level horse and rider may enter a maximum over 2 days of 80 
mi/130km +/- 5%!
Reason/Source,.. EUK ,   again the above reasoning applies  but  with 
distance increased.
x)Gold level horses and riders may enter any and all distances  (EUK)
xi) if a horse and rider qualify to move up to another level at a multiday 
event they may compete in one further ride at the next level.
Reason/Source .. EUK.. again .. in the interest of the horse.
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2a) General  

 i) All Levels provide a  generous min/max. speed  [time]  to complete 



(EUK) 

ii)Individual on trail riding time can be determined using the Pace Chart
Reason/Source SERC ( there named the 'Ready Reckoner)    (see 004a) 

2b) Speed

 to complete a ride is determined by the min/max. Speed for each Level  
(Source EUK/SERC)

 i)    Bronze speed  - 4 to 7 mph [6.4km to 8 kph]

ii)    Silver speed -   5 to  6 mph [8 km to 13 kph]

iii)   Gold speed -    5 to 10 mph [8 km to 16 kph] 

Reason Bronze speeds (and distances) were thought to be similar 
to CTR and S/G more common for Endurance 
2c) Start Times
 i)     Graded rides have one start time OR may be staggered depending on    

         number of starters

 ii)    Placed events always have a staggered start

Reason/Source EUK.... to assist managment as riders may otherwise all 
arrive at the same time,  and create a backlog for parameters and vetting. 
and, for fairness to riders as in a placed event competitors may be riding 
close to max speed

 iii)   Staggered start times are recorded but NOT posted

Reason /Source EUK..  when a  competitive rider does not know his position
in relation to other riders (particularily in placed events) his focus will be 
on his horse ..(horsemanship) and may change how the horse is ridden 
,....will also encourage pacing   

2d) Hold Times at check points
i) are determined by the Head Judge and are manditory
ii) Hold time starts when horse meets parameters
iii) Hold times  are not included  in distance/speed/time calculation
Reason/Source EUK rule...  Hold times are not included because they  can 
vary from ride to ride ,also, when holds are included ( or even lengthened 
say on a hot day,) riders  actually have less time to complete  the distance 
and their riding speed may be faster ,           which defeats the purpose of the
hold. (to protect the horse.) 



2e) Judging Parameters     (see '004 In Competition')
               i) At all Veterinary checks including thr finish, horses have up to   
20 minutes to recover to a heart rate of 56 beats per minutes after arriving.
                  Rechecks are permitted within the 20 minutes
                 ii) At the Finish After meeting parameters horses must be presented
to the  Veterinarian/Judge AT 30 Minutes from crossing the Finish Line
                 The heart rate will be taken for One Full Minute, and scored 
                 followed by the Final Vetting.
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          3a) General  All horses with a final pulse of 64, or less, who have met
               Set Speed  parameters, and are judged 'Fit to Continue' will receive
               Completion,   and may also be eligable for Grade and /or Placing
Reason/Source.. follows AERC  and  OCTRA CTR/R/T  rules  for 
Completion and Mileage Credit

          3b) 'Fit to Continue' is defined as..
 In the opinion of Veterinary Officials/Control  Judge,  horse  may be able to 
travel another 15%  of distance already ridden
        without  due pain,  stress, or risk of irreversable damage.    [ref EUK]
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 3c) Results   will either be Graded [Recommended] or Placed as decided by
RM.
Reason/Source  EUK ...Grading focus is on  good performance,  which is 
the ideal in SS  Placed events reward speed  
i) Short  Bronze Level will be scored as a Graded  Event ONLY   
Reason  Shorter distances  (20 miles or less,) are not appropriate for 
speed/placings  and should  place value on quality of performance,  provide 
a starting place , to return after lay up, (human or horse) or to add  miles in 
any stage of a career. (original) 
 
ii)  Graded uses the Standard of Performance Chart appropriate for each 
Level   (SourceEUK/SERC)
iii) Charts rate the horses performance from 1 [best] to 4 considering the 
Level  distance, the riders speed and the Final Pulse  ( Source EUK/SERC)
iv) Since riders are competing against a standard of performnce and not each
other  there may be multiple Grade 1s  2s 3s 4s and completions  awarded 
(SourceEUK/SERC)



Reason,  NOTE! a grade 5 was added  to octra results and completion and 
mileage recognition only is given when final pulse is 57 to 64.
v)  A Grade I Finish is always considered a 'perfect score'
Reason,  because a Gr.1 finish is the goal of SS and evidence the horse was 
fit enough for the speed  the rider chose to ride at
d)Placings use the Continental Performance Formula which is  2X Rider 
speed minus the slowest [set] speed of the level entered divided by the Final 
pulse, Formula means the score increases with speed (good) but decreases 
with a higher pulse(not so good) so that a fast horse that is fit should score 
higher...this has proven to be a very good measure as it relates to speed AND
pulse.
(Source SERC/EUK)
3e)Horses scores are  then compared to one another to determine results  
(same as SERC/EUK)
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4a) Riders may determine their chosen on trail speed/time using the Pace 
Chart  
 Reason/Source SERC.. The Pace Chart assists in individual ride strategy 
and pacing  (and is useful to pitcrews)
b) Start  may all start at once or in intervals TBA
Reason,  (see above 2b.ii and iii)
4) Forward Motion  Riders may dismount and advance along trail with 
their    horses at any time during the ride and may lead or tail thier horses 
as they  so choose.  (AERC/OCTRA endurance rules)
d) Hold/Rest periods Hold times are manditory, and begin when parameters
are met  [at which point on trail time stops]
Reason/Source AERC/OCTRA Endurance Rules
e)Check point Arrival Parameters/heart rate 56 beats per minute within 
20 minutes of arrival, at holds;  and also after crossing the Finish Line/In 
Timer. Reason/Source EUK .. meeting 56  bpm  parameters  requires pacing,
and rider awareness. ie. horsemanship
Rechecks are permitted within the 20 minutes.
f) Finish Line Arrival Within 20 minutes of reaching the finish line/In 
Timer 
the heartrate is taken and must meet parameters of 56 beats per minute or 
lower, followed by the Final check at 30 minutes
Reason/Source EUK....WHY does the horse have to meet parameters  at the 
end too? It has been proven that meeting parameters at end provides 



valuable feedback, when compared to the final pulse, and vetting, and, it 
encourages pacing, and riding strategy
g) Final Control Judge  Inspection  At 30 minutes after crossing the finish 
line/In Timer the horse must be presented to the Control Judge(EUK)
h) The heart rate io be taken first  at 30 minutes,   for one full minute
and will be scored  (EUK)
Reason/Source EUK ... Why is the final pulse  (and vetting) AT 30 
minutes,? This gives a clearer idea of how the horse was stressed,and,if it 
was fit enough to actually do the job it was asked to do, since metabolic and 
soundness issues often manifest sometime after excersize has ceased. The 
purpose of vetting AT 30 minutes,  is to protect the horse, inform the rider, 
and recognize the horse that IS fit to continue.
********************************************************pg 5
Grading Charts (Source EUK/SERC)have been revised twice since the 
beginning,once as a result of input from riders.There are two for each level, 
modeled after those from SERC and EUK depending on the distance of the 
day. Octra has opted to add a grade 5 for anything from 56  up to grade 4  
on the charts. There, all things being equal , a 64  or less will get a 
completion and mileage. If possible a review of these charts is appropriate 
altho they seem to serve their purpose. the Pace Chart (SERC) numbers  
ARE in sinc with OCTRA result sheets and of course the  Performance 
Formula ( Source EUK)  which seems to work well, is used  for placing and 
Hi Score on Graded rides .  A  BC and HVS  awarded for the 1st  time this  
2016 season (ref AERC) was well recieved .
(*Note.. there is a thus far unused grading chart  on file with lower speed 
/grading values )

***************************************************************************
                                                                                                                    
Who contributed? Some may not remember  a  comment or conversation,,  
and, certainly Not everyone agreed on all points,  or even approved  of the 
idea, but, for  or against, EVERYONE had an impact on the final result.   
...A belated Thank you . to all who supported,scoffed ,criticised and 
contributed  to the development of  the DHRP and SS Rules
 from -2005 to 2010
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